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WHAT I SUPPOSE IS THE FINEST·
display of iris in town, certainly the finest
that I have s~en, is at the home of G. C.
Fuller, 618 Ninth avenue south. Mr.
Fuller has a large lot,
and a large proportion of
the space is devoted to
iris. of which there are
hundreds of plants, now
in full· bloom. I couldn't
begin· to tell how .many
varieties there are, or
what are the names of
any of them, but the
blossom stalks, I think,
are the tallest and the
blossoms themselves the
·1argest that I have ever
seen. The planti a:re
grouped according to colDavies
of, and each color appears to be a solid
mass, and it seems that about every poss·
ible color combination is represented.

*

*

*

wear Knitting company, which employs
about one thousand hands and does busi•
ness all over the continent. Asked con·
cerning the effect of the war emergency
in the knitting industry Mr. Campbell
said that thus far his company had ex·
perienced no difficulty in obtaining most
of the raw .materials used in the indus·
try. · One exception is that of dyes. The
company dyes its own goQ4a and obtains
dye material from many sources. Many
of the ingredients required are obtained
without difficulty. In some . dyes, how•
ever, there are used ingredients which
are also required in the manufacture of
explosives. As to these materials the market is closed. The defense program has
the first call.

*

*

*

· SUPPLIES OF RAYON, SAID MR.
Campbell, have been ample thus far.
Rayon and some other textiles are DuPont products, and because the DuPonts
are large manufacturers of war explosives, there is a rather general impression that the government's need for explosives must curtail the work of the
company in other directions. But Mr.
Campbell points out that in fact the
manufacture of explosives accounts ·for
only about 12 per cent of the work of the
DuPont concern.

THE mIS IS ONE OF OUR MOST
satisfactory perennials. It is perfectly
hardy, and it is one of our earliest bloom·
ers. It is easy of culture, and it lends
itself to either mass planting or specimen
treatment. Some of the better varieties
are strongly suggestive of the orchid, both
in form and color, and there are ·color
combinations in iris which are not sur* *
'passe.d in beauty even in the orchid
SILK IS ANOTHER COMMODITY
family.
which is required in the manufacture of1
* * *
knit goods: Thus far, said Mr. Campbell,
I HAD A PLEASANT VISIT THE there has been no dif!iculty in obtaining
other day with Louis Campbell, for many silk, but any break in our relations with
years a resident of Grand Forks, who, Japan would be followed immediately by
with Mrs. Campbell, have just made one a silk shortage. Japanese houses in the
of their visits to the old home town. For United States have ordinarily carried
some years before leaving Grand Forks large stocks of silk~ but this practice has
Mr. Campbell was secretary of the Grand been discontinued. Only enough silk is
Forks Brick corporation, and he num- kept on hand to fill orders. Further,
bered among his intimate friends many payments for silk are promptly forwardof the pioneers of the city, of which only ed to Japan. Hence, if hostilities should
a few are now left.
break out between the two countries, the
*
Japanese would own neither large
AFTER LEAVING GRAND FORKS stocks of silk nor large bank balances
Mr. Campbell spent several years in Al- in this country.
berta. He then moved to Minneapolis,
* * *
where he is now president of the StrutMR. AND MRS. J. BELL DE REMER
· have just returned from Lake Geneva
Wisconsin, where they enjoyed a vacatio~
with their grandson, William Bidelman
and his wife. ''Billie," who went from
the University of North Dakota to take
advanced work in astronomy at Harvard,
will take charge of the great telescope
at Yerkes observatory sometime in June.
Th7 Yerkes telescope has a 40-inch lens,
which was for many years the largest
astronomical tele~cope lens in the world.

*

1

* *

NOTHING COULD HAVE BEEN FINer than the co-operation of the weather
man, the police and the citizens in roak·
mg the Elks parade the finest, and I believe the largest, ever
seen in Greater Grand
Forks. After days o!
~oudy weather, with
rain every few hours,
the clouds broke and the
parade was held in
bright sunshine and in
temperature just warm
enough ;for comfort. The
police had cleared blocks
on the principal streets
along the line of march
so that not a car was left
to obstruct vision or in·
Davlea
terfere with view of the
parade. And while toward the close of the
parade, there was a tendency to crowd
in on the driveway, spectators as a rule
observed the proprieties and the pointed
suggestions of the mounted officers and
kept well on the walks, It was PQSsible
thus for all to enjoy the full beauty of
the inspiring spectable. Congratulations
all around.

was to me many years before the youth
came into person~ contact with the form
of transportation which would be his life
work. At the age of 18, after scant schooling and brief experience as clerk in a
village store, young Hill left the farm
for Syracuse, New York, but he had
heard of the great weit, and within a
year he left Syracuse for St. Paul,

*

* *

*

*

*. *

*

IN ST. PAUL HE BECAME ASSO- ,
elated with transportation companies,
and there he became impressed with the
possibilities of the vast territory north
and west, and, first by steamboat and
then by rail, he became a 1actor in its
development. One of his outstanding
characteristics was thoroughness, and before venturing his own small funds in
new territory, or invading others to assume such hazards, he undertook a personal investigation of the territory which
he thought of entering. Traveling by dog
sled and other primitive modes of transportation, he was impressed by the potential richness of the Red river valley, the
ease with which it could be cultivated,
and the feasibility of laying railroad
tracks through it. His first venture ~ter
aucli in$pection was to build lines w~~ch
*
IN THE OBSERV ANC~ OF MEMOR- niade this territory accessible to fam1lles
fal day most of us had occasion to recall from the east who were seeking western
the lives of friends or relatives and to homes.
pay some tribute to their memory. Prob*
ably not many, especially of the younger
THE BUILDING OF HILL'S ROADS
generation, would recall that on Memor- through the Red river valley was but the
ial day, just 25 years ago, the body of beginning of an enterprise which was to
James J. Hill, empire builder of the carry his trains all the way to the Pacinorthwest, lay awaiting burial. Mr. Hill fic coast. Between the Red river and the
died on May 29, 1916, and. was buried on Pacilic there was first a vast expanse of
May 31.
fertile prairie. Then there were mountains, range after range of them, between
*
NO OTHER MAN WAS SO CLOSELY whose towering peaks ran turbulent
fdentilied with the development of the stream,. Ways had to be found through,
Northwest as was James J. Hfll. The around and over the rugged terratn of a
service which he performed for this ter- forbidding wilderness.
ritory, which attracted the attention of
* * *
men in high places throughout the world,
IT REQUIRED COURAGE TO INCUR
and which caused him to be set apart as
one of the great figures of his period, was the staggering expense of that road builddue to no sudden inspiration, nor was it ing. No government funds helped to finthe result of any chance combination of ance it and there were no cities and no
circumstances. It was the logical out- people in the territory to contribute to
growth of the combination of broad vis~ the r.evenues of the road. Its building was
ion and hard work which characterized a work of vision and of faith, vision of a
the boy on an Ontario farm and contin- great empire yet to be, and faith that the
vision would become a reality.
ued with him through his long life.

* *

* *

* *

HILL WAS NEVER A SPECULATOR
JAMES J . HILL WAS* BORN ON A
farm in Wellington county,. Ontario, in in railroads. He was a railroad builder.
1838. The first- railroad on . the continent But .he was more than that. More than
..was then less than ten years old, and it most other men he understood the possibilities of the t:eiTitory which he was entering. He believed that that territory
should be primarily a territory of homes,
homes on a million farms, homes where
mines should tap hidden riches, ·homes in
cities which should serve as market
places, distributing centers and hives of
industry, and he never ceased to urge
upon all who entered the territory the
practices which would both use and con•
serve natural wealth, and the development of those sturdy qualities of personal character which give stability to a na•
ion a tat and a local commnnitv_

''TOBACCO ROAD" CLOSED LAST
week in New York after. a run of 3,180
performances, the longest run on record.
Its sponsors hope to reopen in August if
conditions are favorable. One thing that
kept the play alive was
low prices for tickets. It
1tarted in at $3.30 a seat
and had a struggle. Then
the top price was reduced
to $1.65 and later to $1.10.
It made a mint of money
·for · its ·producers, and
from that standpoint was
a success.

*

*

*

I NEVER SAW THE
play, but I have talked
with several persons who
did see it, and I haven't
-yet met one who wasn't Davies
disgusted with it. But its coarseness had
been the subject of so much comment
that many were attracted to it by curiosity. Having heard so much about it, they
wanted to see what the, thing was like.
That sort of thing accounts for large attendance at many plays that nobody really enjoys.

*

*

*

I HAVE BEEN TOLD THAT SOME OF
the offensive features in the book have
been eliminated from the play. Having
read the book I am unable to. understand
what could be left if the objectionable teatures were removed. The author has assembled a lot of half-wits and attributed
to them the qualities and propensities of
pigs in a sty and has presented the story
of their revelings in the muck as typical
of a phase of American life.

given t them by somebody, somewhere,
at some time, but to attribute those bes·
tial qualities to all the members of a
group, and then to present that group as
representative of any phase of real life is
as senseless as to treat the cesspool as
representative of the home to · which it
belongs. Apart from, its filth I found the
book flat, boresome, and poorly written.

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

IN THIS LATITUDE WE HAVE BEEN
having weather of several sorts, mostly
dark and moist. In southern Brazil they
have been having their coldest winter
weather, with winds of hurricane violence
and lots of snow. To me it's always a little ~onfusing to think of winter in June,
but that's the way they have it south of
the equator. I never can orient myself
properly with reference to Australia. I
know what the country looks like on the
map, with the. principal cities and inhabited areas in the south and the great de~ert district in the north. But it always
seems to me that in going to Australia
from San Francisco, for instance, one
would strike the inhabited area f1'rst.
WALKING ALONG THE STREET
with a friend we followed for a little distance a man in overalls. My, friend remarked, "That man is left-handed.II The
man's arms were swinging as he walked,
and I could see no evidence of left-handedness. "How do you know?" I asked.
"He strikes matches on his left leg" was
the reply. Sure enough, there were the
marks on his overalls. Simple as one of .
Sherlock Holmes' deductions!

'

REPRINTS OF AN ARTICLE IN THE
Commercial
West by M. J. Connolly on
* * *
I SUPPOSE THERE A~E NO QUALI- North Dakota and the national defense
ties so vile that expression has not been program are being circulated. Mark Connolly is assistant secretary to the Greater
North Dakota association which has been
working with military and industrial leaders in Washington seeking consideration
of North Dakota's possibilities in the production of defense material. What effect
the presentation may have on those leaders cannot be known at this time, but
there is something of real value in the
summarizing of information concerning
the state's resources in its effect on the
outlook of the people of the state themselves. In some respects we have permitted a sort of inferiority complex to take
possession of it, and we need to· be re,.
minded occasionally of the possibilities
that lie around us, many of them neglected and unrecoinized.

THAT IS AN INTE ESTING AR~Ip t b L ·
cle in. the Saturday Eve ng ~s Y, oms
H. Cook on the career of William Langer,
:United States senator, from North P,a.k_q.
ta. Mr. Langer · make an
·
interesting subject, al)d
:few men in public life
have had careers more
colorful than his. Alternately one of the inner
council of the Nonparti•
san league, its uncompromising opponent and
again winning office
through its support; defeated time after · time
:when he appeared as a
candidate or as the sponsor of legislation whose
Davle1
approval he urged, and
as often victorious in appeals to the peo·
ple of his state; charged with high crimes
and misdemeanors, admitting performance of the acts in question, convicted,
and on appeal acquitted on the · ground
that. those acts, though committed, did
not constitute offenses against the United
States; elected to the United States sen·
ate in a campaign in which he was op..
posed by one of his former political inti..
.mates, his path has been ~arked by about
. as complete a combination of defeat and
success .as .comes to any man. Mr. Cook's
article itself is one .more item in the long
list of variegated experiences 'in Langer's
li!e. Plenty of men have been elected to
the Uhited States senate, but to make the
columns of the Saturday Evening Post is
a real achievement.
·

*

*

*

WILLIAM LANGER IS NOT THE
only North Dakota man whose public life
has been marked by sensational upsets.
In 1916 Lynn J. Frazier was elected g_overnor of North Dakp,ta.. by a staggermg
majority. Re-elected in 1918 and in 1920,
he was recalled in 1921, and retired to
private life, permanently, .as it was supposed. But a year later he was elected to
the United States senate, and he h~ld his
eeat there for eighteen years.

*

*

*

IT, WASN'T LONG AFTER STATEhood until the practice of upsetting political apple-carts in Nortn. Dakota began.
During . the legislative session· of 1893 it
became necessary to elect a United States
---

,;.,1s alm~st equally divided between Re~ \
p~blicans ·on the one hand and a com.:. (
bination of Democrats and Populists or
Independents on 'the other. In ,t he senate
the Republicans . ha~ a ·substantial majority. There was friction among the Repu~-·
licans, and they were unable to agree on ,
a candidate. The most c·o nspicuous Demo.cratic candidate ·.was Johri D. Benton of
Fargo. It became known one night that
the Fargo crowd in both houses, Repub..
llcan and Democratic alike, would ·vote
for Benton~ Overnight Jud LaMoure got
his .forces together and signed up enough
members of both houses to elect W~ N.
Roach, a Democrat, of Larimore. 'That
com);)inatlon stuck, and Roach was electecL _
*

*

*

,

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND W A S
then beginning his second · term. The ·
Democrats were in control of the house,
but they needed just one vote· to have a
majority in the senate. In the election of
Roach North Dakota gave them that one
vote, and in that way and to that extent, .
Senator Roach, representing a state that
was two-thirds RepubUcan, became res.. /1
· ponsible for the low-tariff legislation that ·
was enacted during that period and for
other measures on which there was division along party lines.
_

I

*

*

*

ANOTHER SENSATIONAL UPSET
was that just prior to the Republican
state convention in Grand Forks in· 1896.
Senator Hansbrough's term was about to
expire, and he intended to be a candidate
for re.election. He had declared !or free
silver, government ownership of railroads
and other policies considered heterodox
by the conservatives of the state. He had
the support of a powerful state machine
which had chosen William Budge of
Grand Forks as its candidate :for gover.
nor. A torchlight parade in honor of
Budge was held on the night before the
convention, and it was a hummer, with
bands, flaming torches and all the para.
phernalia of a political demonstration.
The parade wound its way through the
business district and took in a lot of resi..
dence territory, and the marchers were
jubilant in what appeared to them their
certain control of the convention next
day. But, . alack and alas! While the paraders were marching the opposition had
got busy in one of those "smoke-filled
hotel rooms,'' had framed a slate headed
by FranK Briggs of Mandan for governor,
and had signed up enough delegates to
gain undisputed control of .the convention.

THAT

*

*

APPEARED

*TO

SHELVE

Hansbrough, and he took the defeat
greatly. to heart, but skillful manipulation by his agents caused another upset,
and he was re-elected by the legislature
in January with only negligible opposi·
tion.

I

f
1

MOST OF THE SPACE
ONE SEO
tlon of last Sunday's Fargo Forum was
devoted to the Powers brothers and their
hotel business. There are few business or
pr~fessional people in
North Dakota, who do
not know the Powers
brothers, and that ap,,
plies .also to farmers
:who are in the habit of
attending
agricultural
gatherings. Seldom is
there a gathering of any
size held in the state at
:which one or other of
the Powers boys is not
present. That persistent
attendance at meetings
is not merely for the
purpose ot extending the Daw,a
glad hand, although the Powers fellows
are always pleasant company. But there
is the steMY purpoa to become acq~aint]!d with Qie
llld prefe~ces of
.people of all groups. That, among other
'.'things, hU JUAde ~ble the growth of
-the Powers concern and the patroilap
enjoyed by its hotels.

.n.*

*

*

.

MRS. L G. CHAPIN OF CROOKSTON,
tormerly of Euclid, Minnesota, now in her
eighty-fifth year, writes that she has been
making a scrap book of the old hymns
that have been published in the Herald,
and the collection gives her much satis"taction. Her collection is not confined to
at particular group, but includes other
-old favorites. One of these Is "Lead, Kindly Light." She has the text of it,· of
course, but lacks information concern•
,mg its history.

* * *

THIS GREAT HYMN WAS WRITl"EN
1n 1833 by John Henry Newman, then

elergyman of the Church of E~land. At

that time Dr. Newman was 32 years old.
There had arisen in his mind doubts as
to the dJrectlon which religious faith
should take, and for several years he was
uncertain concerning his course. At the
age of 44 he was admitted to the Roman
Catholic church, and for the rest of his
long life he was a vigorous and earnes
qpounder of the faith of that church, i
wblch he was elevated to the office o
cardinaL Those facts are well known
Perhaps some reader can supply other
tacts relating to the precise circumstances
under which the hymn was written.

*

*

*

MRS. CHAPIN WOULD LIKE, ALSO,
to find the words of a Civil war song entitled "My Grandmother Told Me So."
'the chorus runs:
American eagle, hysterical bird,
O flap your wing, and crow.
The slaves are "embellished," yes, that
is the word,
For Grandmother told me so•
Perhaps some reader can supply the

t~

* * •

FOR TaO~ WHO LIKE TO KEEP
~ck of dates aiid sequences the following chrOnology of recent supreme court
changes may be interesting:
Willis Van Devanter retired June 2,
1937; succeeded by Hugo L. Black.
George Sutherland retired January 18,
1938; succeeded by Stanley F. Reed.
Benjamin N. Cardozo died July 9, 1938;
•ucceeded by Felix Frankfurter.
Louis D. J:Jrandeis retired February 13,
193Q; •ucceed.ed by Willlam 0. Douglas.
Pierce Butler died November 16, 1939;
pucceeded by Frank Murphy,
James C. McReynolds retired Febru·
arr 1, 1941; vacancy unfilled.
Charie. Ev~ Hughes retires effective
.ru1y 1, 1941.

*

* *

.

FROM W. J. PORTER OF EAST
Gr~d Forks, I have received a copy of
the first edition of the articles of associa•
tion and by-laws of the Pioneer club of
Grand Forks, which was organized in
1883 and remained for many years the
principal soclal organization of the city.
Mr. Porter writes that the little book
came into his possession about 35 years
ago when he settled the business affairs
of Mr. and Mrs. S.S. Davidson, who con-\
ducted a store at Mallory. The book was ,
among their effects. The Davidsons, ret1rin:g 'because of age, returned to their
former home at Perth, Ontario, where
they spent the remainder of their lives
at the home of relatives.

* * *

THE FIRST OFFICERS OF THE
Pioneer club were: President, H. c. Ro1e;
vice presf,dent, w. T. Collinfs; treasurer,
Geo. B. CllUord; secretary, Jon. .A. Grove;
directors, H. C. Rose, R G. Stone, E.
Smith, Geo. B. Clifford, W. T. Collins,
Jon. G. Grove and W, G. Woodruff. I
think Mr. Clifford, now of Minneapolis,
is the only one of that group now living.

THE OLD HERALD ·BUILD-·
WHEN
i
d
rn
and I understand the
1
0 rshed
1
· ng s. et b . 'today many of us will
work
1s o egm
·
h t has been a .' conspicuous landhlissk 'Y ~rand Forks for more than haU

· ing came to be built. Cy. Hunter -~ barely
· t·1ms
· h ed • w·ms h"1p .1.ea
'" 1·1zed
lived to see it
his purpose, and had to hustle. Business
· ·
cond1t10ns
a11 over th e count ry t·1ght. en ed
up. Locally crop prices shrank and local

mar ;n
The building
a cen ury._
.
a
i ~r;ct~~ ~~~:!ion
p .
b faith in the
possibilities

trade with them. Soo? the income of t~e
paper was not sufficient to meet the m. ~ere~t _on. _the ID:ortgage. Eastern investors became pamcky; the mortgage was
for~closed and the year of redemption

w:~

:;~iii:!ar
the1state . . The fertility

expired.

of

the Red river valley
soil amazed those who .
tested it, and people were
pouring ·in to take ad·
vantage of the opportunity to own farms where
cultivation was so easy
·a nd the returns so
prompt and bountiful.
D .
There was visioned a
avies
great future for Grand Forks as a dis-:
tributing center for the territory then
being settled, and as a center of manu. facturing industry.
0 .

*

*

*

AS AN EXPRESSION IN PART OF
that faith there were built within about
two years the Security ~lock, the St. John
block (now the Red River National bank
building) the Metropolitan theater and
the Herald building. What is left of the
Met has been turned into bowling alleys,
and the Herald is now to be razed and
replaced by a structure more in conf ormi ty with present requir~ments.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

WHEN THE ERECTION OF THAT
building was undertaken the Grand Forks
Herald was less than a dozen years old.
· It had been started in 1889 by George B.
Winship, had occupied several modest
. quart.e rs, and was making money at a satisfactory rate. The business manager of
the paper was C. R. Hunter, brother of
the late A. D. Hunter, long a prominent
· resident of the city. One day Wi:p.ship·
said to his business manager something
to this effect:

*

*

*

* . *

*

*

*

WHEN I WENT TO THE HERALD IN ·
1897 George B. Winship didn't own so
much as one of the bricks in the building. The money which he had invested in
the building was gone, the mortgagees
had acquired title to the property, and
the Herald wa_s occupying it as a tenant, Ji
paying rent month by month.
. '\
WE CONSIDER THIS A RAPID AGE,
but things sometimes moved with considerable speed 50 years ago. In five years
the property in which Winship had invested his money and his energies so hopefully had passed completely from his
possession. Yet within eight or ,ten more
years Winship was again owner of the
building, free of encumbrance. He had
bought it back from the mortgagees on
the installment plan, his business had
prospered, and he had been able to _m ake
his payments promptly.

*

I

THE BUILDING WAS NOT WELL
designed for newspaper purposes, and at
no time did the Herald occupy more than
a small part of it. The business offfice and
the commercial printing plant, while there
was one, were on the ground floor. For
.
years the mechanical department was m
the basement, and the editorial department was shifted from pillar to post, so
as not to occupy room that was rentable
·f or other purposes. For many years the .
second floor- was occupied by offices and
the third by apartments. The upper floor
was used as a Masonic lodge room until
the Masons erected their own building on
DeMers avenue. That building was destroyed by fire, and the Stratford block
took its place.

"HUNTER, WE ARE DOING WELL
and making plenty of money. We can afford to live well, take vacation trips whenever we please~ ·and tli~ busines~ and in* * *
come keep increasing. But things are beI WORKED IN THE OLD HERALD
coming too easy for us. First thing we _ building more than 30 years. In the early
know we shall be just vegetating. We've years I walked or rode a bicycle, and ea~h
got to do our part in keeping the town of my earlier cars made that same trip
and the state moving a11d that will bring several times a day. When we moved to
out whatever we have in us. I'm going to the present building my steps, if I walked,
build a building for the Herald which will were pretty sure to lead toward the old
be suitable for what I believe the Herald stand, and it was difficult to get an autols going to be, and I'm going in debt to mobile trained to make the proper turn
do it. Then we'll have to hustle.''
toward the new quarters.
THAT IS HOW THE HERALD BUILD-

blea, and I have aeveraI, wtileh l IWil,
•
fa necesaary fa
tum about, and I find mild entertain- to hire enough people to take the petitions

ment in the practice. One of those hob- from house to house and the signatures
bles ls the improvement of our initiative will be .forthcoming.
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• * •
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UM PETITIONS 'WHICH
about l e ~ of that
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often I
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required

·' start

around tliilt
~ f o r a lap C¢:M,
then put :rt away for a
,e,w weeks or months,
when it will be ready to
be exercised again. I
don't reach any destina•
tion with it, and don't exDavies
pect to, but I find a sort
of mild satisfaction in
the ride, and it doesn't do anybody any
harm.

ermined

w
&r
of those signatures are genuine and legal. 'J'p smallness
of their number is taken 1'0 indicate unwllllngness on the part of voters to sign.
But It tndicai.
more ~
that. If the..

sented a real
would
have been in charge of the pat1Uoaa L
committee, active and ~ e , which
would have seen to it that eno'ilgh atpa,
tures were secured. Payment of five or
ten cents a name would have taken aare
"'
•
,that there
on the
INVOCATION 0
ers. Yet, if
dum against certain la
be sufficiently
state legislature last winter'
of useit's time to trot out the hobby again. In
for more
the first place, I believe that both initia·
tive and referendum may. be useful instruments, and
t,pned
as part of
IIY
what is called
le
tlon
a
eral practice. Laws should be enacted by
the legislative body, wJiich exists .for that
purpose, and which is in reality a people's
committee, so constituted that it can give
intelligent consideration to the. need .for
legislation and the framing of particular
statutes to meet that need. To take that
work out of its hands is to impair its usefulness, and ultimately to lower the qual·
lty of its memb4DbJ.p.

•

*

* * *

THE THEORY OF OUR LAW IS THAT
in the requirement for so many thousand
signatures to referendum petitions and so
many to initiative petitions we have assurance of a real popular demand for a vote
on the questions submitted. Actually we
have nothing of the kind. Any small

1roup suU1cient1,y bltemated can aecure

MUCH IS WRITI'EN NOWADAYS
about Japanese naval strength and of
the probable result of a clash between
Japanese and American naval foroes.
lVl)en I he.ar the subject dlicuaaecl nf,all with conaiderable ln•
ferelt a atatement made
by ~ American naval
taptaln 1n 19~. The ship
which he had command·
ed had been one of an
American tlotilla that visited Japan ht 1923 and
which was anchored in
the Yokohama harbor at
the time of the great
earthquake. B e t w e en
earthquake Ud tire the
cdty WU PIWically destroyed, llll~ of ~e nearly
Jlalf • :mhllon inhabltanta
'1moat 100
.JNt tbe1r 11

peared to be a dominant Japanese cha·
racterlstlc. The Japanese with whom he
had come in contact, he said, were skill-.
ful and efficient in the performance of
work that had been laid out for them,
but they lacked lnUfative and had no
comprehemlon of action which varied
from a preacrlbed pattern.

•

*

*

IN ONE OF HER ARTICLES ON
Japanese life Very Kelsey, of Grand
Forks, who has dlstlnglll&hed herself in
literature, wrote of anothtlf phase of that
Japanese earthquake. M~t of the older
people, ahe said, and many of the younger
ones, looked with doubt and apprehension OD the inroads that westem culture
had made on the ancient ways of Japanese life. When the earthquake came,
with all its terrors, the pQpular interpretatlOA of 1t was that lt wit a direct vlsl·
tation trom the gods 1n punishment of
the people for forsaklna the ways that
'l'HE CAPTAIN D ~ THE had been ordained for them from the
'°91les following the quake and during begimung of tune.
the tire as heartrending. The water-front
* * *
was crowded with people trytng to escape.
MANY ytiJARS AGO SOME WRITERMany were ~ in the crush, and many I ~ it was E. P. R04P-wrote a ma1a·
more were UtezaJo, pushed into the water zfl1e article entitled ''The 'fragedles of the
tnd drowned.. Evef)' craft that wo'Ul4 float Nests.'' Iri ~t article he described the
as fflled to capaci~ and -often beyond hazards to *hich the birds and their
oapacity with terrified fugitives. In that nests are subeJtec in aummer storms, how
emergency every American ship 1n the partly constructed nests are blown away
hrbor became a rescue ship. Lifeboats or crushed by falling branches, how eggs
were launched and rowed to wherever are spilled from nests and crushed on the
turltives could be seen, and great num- gl'().und, and how tlle YO\ffll birds which
hra were thus placed OD board the 1hlp1 have been }Ulwhed, and· aheltered and fed
be taken to places of aafety.
with ,.such ja)lcltude ai!re 'often found plti·
little corpses on the mol'Qiag after a
*
A J'APANUE SQUADRON WAS .rbrm. Slleh a storm as tHat of last week,
Gao ln the llaltk>r at the tlme, but to the With ttl drenchlng rain and furious wind,
utonishment of the Amerleana no move- recalls that artlele to me, and causes me
Jbent toward rescue was made by the to wonder how the birds are coming
Japanese ships. On the coDaiary, the lhlps through it.
ere evidently getting up steam and .preparing to leave the harbor. Am~can of.
fcers signaled asking why rdchl& worlt
was not under way. They rec~ the
ply that the sq~dron had been under
orders to start at that particular time on
mi extended cruise, and that program
was about to be, carrJed out.

• • •

* •

.
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*

*

*

THE AMERICA~ S P:Ft0TESTED

that in such an emergency the saving of
Human life was of pgramount importance,
and orders, especially those issued beforeJiand, which interfered with the work of
e, must be forgotten. 'fhe Japanese
were greatly distressed, but orders were
orders, and it was felt that they must be
obeyed. It required some straight and
heated talk from the American officers
to change that attitude, and finally the
Japanese ships abandoned preparations
!or their cruise and joined in the rescue
work.

*

*

*

THE AMElUC4N CAPTAIN WHO
told of ijiat Sncldept laid that thereafter

there wu decided appearance of constrahit on the 'put ot the Japanese offic-

ers. They had failed to DJ,eet an emergency

until prodded into action by otru!rs, attd
they had lost face. The Americ&J\ officer
liaid that incident illustrated what a

whom Iii
•
Grimson, son of
Judge Grimson of Rugby,
North Dakota. and a
graduate of the Unlver·

Davlell

ota.
IN A LETl'ER P ~
Judge Grimson the
dltions attending the
In
of
Denmark and of the British occupation
of Iceland as described by an acqum.~
ance who has business connections In both
countries and was In Denmark at the time
~theln~
mthe~

tonow:

*

•

*

''HE (THE EYE-WIT.NESS) TOLD US

an about tu.JD,uton, and about the Brit-

ish In Ice&t!: "FJrst rn tell you about
Denmark. He said tbat for weeks before
the Invasion Denmark and Norway were
'flooded with German "tourists''~ men
in civilian clothes. The minute the regu
lar anny landed they donDed unllonm
and maintalned
nc
disturbance. It
GM
do anything. He said the cbief ot state
knew what was going to happen a few
days before but they could do nothing
about it.

*

•

*

"THE KING DIDN'T KNOW A THING
about it until it came. He said they pounced on every Danish airport and destroyed
every last plane.
of
w~,.old
.'though and I suppose
ed they'd!

be.no use to

*

"THE MO~T TER!?lBLE THING IS
the way ~ g the country of
it.I commodities. Every German soldier or
civilian can go in any store and buy anywith a
ued
by the Nazis which could not be used by
the seller either in Denmark or Germany.
7Jley are supposedly redeemable after the
war 1s over. That is the same thing as
taking the goods for nothing. Without a
doubt they'll never be worth anything.
He said there was a great d8a.1 of resentment in Denmark but nothing can be
done. Then he told us about his trip home
to Iceland with four companions in a
fifty .toot motor launch. I believe I told
you somethlq abOut 1t 1n a previous
letter. Well this little guy was one of
them. Quite an adventure.

*

*

*

HE SAID THAT \VPN BJ: WAS IN
Copenhagen the Germans ~ practice
invasions of England every night, setting up everything as they would i1 they
invaded England. And he says he can
very well see why England can never be
Invaded except by air. They used their ,
new innovation, the amall, speedy torpedo boats, loaded them up with troops
and sent them out to sea. When they
came back the men were all 80 81ck they
could hardly walk let alone launch any
kind of attack. The boab are so small,
so fast, and the seas so choppy that even
a pretty good sailor had hard time o.n.
an length, NI ht after n1 ht

WHEN NEWS OF THE SINKING OF 't'HE

Robin Moor was received there were several
persons who would have been willing to bet
that Senator Nye would attribute the act to the
British. And they would just
about have won their bets if
they could· have succeeded in
getting anyone to take the other
side. Nye didn't make the direct
accusation, .but ehe was careful
to suggest its probability. He
/" also expressed the belief that the
British "might'' have been responsible for the Dublin bombings, and added that '.' it wouldn't
be wholly impossible for the Bri·
_ tish themselves to engineer little
.programs of that kind."
Davies
IF SENATOR

*NYE* SHOULD
*

BE CHAL·

lenged on such statements he has left himself
the easy way out. He could reply that he has
made no direct charge, but has merely suggested certain possibilities as the ·b ase of an interesting theory. Mr. Nye has Advertised himself
all over the country as the apostle of ~eutrality,
but since this war began he has overlooked no
opportunity to utter remarks and make statements which, if taken at their face value, would
be calculated to create sentiment in the United
States antagonistic in Great Britain and favorable to Hitler~

*

*

*

A GOOD MANY PEOPLE SAY THAT NYE

is pro-Hitler. I don't believe it. To be actually
''pro" anything requires a certain measure of
honest conviction. At this mom~nt I am paying
Mr. Nye the compliment of following his method
to the extent of "suggesting" that he has no
convictions of any kind; that his persistent habit of drawing false conclusions from unsound
premises "may possibly''· be due to a desire to
keep himself in the lime-light in order that he
may be in demand for public appearances at so
much per appearance. I make no charges. I
merely suggest possibilities.
FOUR YEARS

*

*

*

AGO PRESIDENT

ROOSE·

velt was complaining that although he had served more than four years as president he had not
had an opportunity to appoint a single me.m ber
of the supreme court, whereas other presidents
had appointed several. Mr. Roosevelt seemed
to think that in this he had a real grievance, and

th~t was given as one of the reasons why he
sh,uld be able to retire justices perforce and
app0int others in their stead. Now President
Roosevelt has just announced his seventh appointment to the court, a greater number than
have been appointed by any president since
Washington. And this has come about through
operation of the laws of nature, and not by any
such revolutionary method as Mr. Roosevelt
proposed.

*

*

*

ONE THING THAT COMMENDS WINSTON

Churchill to the . British people, and to a lot of
others, is his concentration on the job of fighting when there is fighting to be don~. The British went into Greece with scarcely a chance of
winning a victory. They were driven out, with
considerable losses in men and material. But
they had inflicted far greater losses on the
enemy and had gained valuable time. Again
in Crete there was small chance of victory, but
there was at least a chance, and Churchill
took it. The result was another British defeat,
but again the enemy was bitterly punished and
valuable time was gained, Churchill has made
no effort to disguise the fact or the extent ot
the defeat, and he says .that under like circumstances he would do it again. There is something positive about the man which compels admiration.

*

*

*

HITLER IS SAID TO BE MAKING GREAT-

er and greater demands on Russia. We read
of large bodies of German tro'ops being massed
at strategic points along the border, and of Russian troops moving in such a manner as to suggest a purpose to resist the German demands
by force of arms. Actual conflict between Germany and Russia just now would be welcomed
by those of us who hope for the downfall of
Hitler. But there is scarcely even a remote prospect that such a conflict will occur at any time
in the near future.

*

*

*

HITLER WANTS CERTAIN THINGS FROM

Russia, and he will make threatening gestures
if .those will help him to get them. But his interest is in maintaining peace with Russia, at
least until he has disposed of Brita~n, and he
will be careful not to crowd Stalin too far.
Stalin, for his part, .has no imm~diate interest
in a war with Germany, and we may expect
him to make quite important concessions to his
friend Hitler rather than have their beautiful
friendship destroyed.

WILBUR BENSON, JUST RETURNED
from Florida, reports a pleasant visit with
Dr. M. A. Brannon, for many years a pro-·
fessor at the University of North Dakota,
and dean of the college of liberal arts.
Dr~ Brannon is not now
teaching, but is conducting research work at the
University of Florida at
Gainsville.
While at the University
of North Dakota Dr.
Brannon became greatly
interested in that bral}ch
of bio~ogy which· .r elates
to waterborne life. Under
the auspices of the Uni·
v.ersity he established a
biological station on the _
shore of Devils lake for
.
the purpose of studying
Davies
the ~culiar salinity of the lak~ · water
and its effect on fish. At that time many
·s pecies of fish could live in the lake notwithstanding its salinity, but there was a
Jack of vegetation to provide food and
shelter for the young fry. Dr. Brannon
hoped to find a species of vegetation
which would thrive in the water and thus
prevent the disappearance of fish from
the lake. Nature thwarted his efforts,
however, and the water increased in saltiness faster than vegetation could be found
that would thrive in it.

*

*

*

Chicago, looking the town over. One thing
that interested him was. the publicity that
is given to Mayor Kelly. He finds the
mayor's name adjoining public projects of
all ki~ds, so that the people have no opportunity to forget whom they have to
thank for the good things they enjoy.
Harrison . says that Mayor LaGuardia of
Ne York doesn't do it that way.

*

*

*

?J:

*

*

~AYOR LA GUARDIA IS NO SHRINK- ,
ing violet, bµt it is true that he doesn't
publicize himself in just that way. But
I recall that New York once had a mayor
named Hylan. No resident of New York,
and no stranger within her gates could
escape knowledge of that fact, for it was
emblazoned all over the city. It was "Mayor Hylan's this," and '°'Mayor Hylan's
that, "wherever one went. If Kelly of. Chicago is blowing his own -horn longer and
louder than Hylan of New York blew
his he must have a powerful pair of lungs.
THIS OUGHT TO BE AN EASY YEAR
for the long-range weather forecasters
who go by the signs of the zodiac, the
conj unction of the planets,. the moss on
the trees or the thickness of fur on the
muskrat. The fellow who predicted that
this would be a dry spring can point to
the Atlantic coast and the Gulf states as
evidence of the correctness of his forecast. From Maine to Georgia they have
scarcely any rain all spring. Fruit on the
trees withered up and the scant crop of
hay burned on the fields. On the other
hand, the prophet who told us that this
would be a wet season can point to the
downpours in Minnesota, North Dakota,
and the southern parts ·of what was called
a dust bowl. In this great mid-west section the season has been the wettest for
many years.

FOR MANY YEARS NOW DR. BRANnon has been making a special. study of
algae, that t 1inute growth that is responsible for the green scum which sometimes
forms on the surface of bodies of water,
and he is said to be one of the world's
foremost authorities on that subject. The
climate and water supply in Florida are
ideal for studies in that subject. Dr. Bran·
non is assisted in his work by Mrs. Bran.. non, who is also an enthusiast on that
OF COURSE* IN RESPECT TO PRO·
•ubject.
vi ding those forecasters with proof of
their accuracy the difference between this
* * *
A GOOD llOUSEWIFE HAS JUST season has been one of degree, but not of
asked me a pertinent question which I kind. In every season any forecaster can
am passing on for the earnest considera- point to something that has occurred
tion of others. She wants to know why somewhere which he "predicted" months
one should set out the wash-boiler to ago. At every moment of the day there is
catch soft water when it is raining hard. weather or any desired kind somewhere
on the planet.
* * *
COLUMNIST HARRISON, WHOSE
wisdom adorns this page, had been in

* *

1

muniaitkln tile pr1ellt, .J1ather
Esperanto as being the simplest and most
applicable, and In the .mps where he
worked he soon had the men able to convene quite ~ with each other.

the army, especl
g the: recently
Inducted ~ are interested ln knowing u much as possible about the social
all_d pltysical conditions pre
ln th~
army camps. N
letters received

•

era! camps
fng on
Among o
ant Paul A. Danahy, of
the University olass of
1937, now ~ at
~P

croft';' ·South ca-

"4'0llna, awa,ltlng transfer
the parachute .unit at
brt Benning, Georgia,
writes Gran d Forks
1riends:

'Tm._

lllliilll_,,..t.ra!ln

fng d1'Slft.llMI
fs a revolu

,
well for the tu
A. '!be days are Ion
we're getting ready."

*

*

•

*

•

"IF YOU ARE SERVING IN THE
ranks, the basic rate ot _pay is $1.30 per
day, with
m
cal and
words, th
on the money
you receive.
"If you are manied,
wife gets a
separate allowance of $35 per month. You
are allqwed $12 per month each for two
childrefl, if you have a
. For •
ample. an enllstj:!d
a wtf4111•'"'
two chll
of
.30
per
is employed at a trade
in
as much as
$122.55

"Skilled tradesmen receive additional
pay at rates varying from 25 cents to ~5

* * ...

AS IN MOST ARMIES 'raE CANA·
dian soldier also has an opportunlty to fit
him8elf for a trade or other occupatio:Q,
and training in some of these fields leads
to positions with still higher pay. One
wonders sometimes what must be thereaction of the British "Tommies" to the
great difference between their own meager ptY and what J;Pust seem to them the
muotticellt
given their Cana·
diaza eomrac149
Several tlmes
ln this column of e
In Esperanto, and the activity of the local
club in promoting the use of that world
language. While Esperanto was Invented
many years earlier, it received its greatest impetus during the WU of 1914-18.
During that war a Hungarian Catholic
priest, visiting prlsonl.~ps, found there
prisoners of many naoonalities who were
unable to communicate readily with each
other becllilse o1 lack ~ a common ),ang·
uage. Of the several I a n ~ ad

1, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " " '

HAVING READ THE. RECENT MEN, avenue, fae1ng north, just off Third street.
tion in this column of a COPY. of the The club was carefully organized and
articles of association of the Pioneer was incorporated under the laws of the
club, the first importf:l,nt social organiza.. territory. The articles provided that when
tlon of G.r and Forks, a
the . membership reached 70 a memberfriend asks if the bookship fee of ten dollars should be requir•
let contains the names of
ed until there was 80 members, twenty.
the charter members of
five dollars until the membership had
club, and, · if so, if ·
reached 90, and fifty dollars until there
the names cannot be pubwas a membership of 100. Annual dues
lished. Those names are
were ten dollars, and each member was
• :luded in the booklet,
required to purchase one share of stock,
and I am glad to comply
and no more. than one share was to be
with the request for
issued to one person.
their publication. The
*
*
charter members of the
GRAND FORKS IN TERRITORIAL
· meer club were: H. C.
days h~s been considered a fairly wideRose, H. W. Griswold,
open town, but the house rules of the
:A.. H. Noyes, Geo. L.
Pioneer club prohibited gambling in any
Law.yea, H. G. Stone,
Davies
form, also the sale of liquor on the preW. G. Woodruff, W. H.
mises. It was provided that cigars might
:811)wn, Jno. A. Grove, Jno. McKelvey, be sold, but only at cost price.
N~an 0. Allen, D. W. Luke, M. S.
* *
1Titus, L. M. Platt, T. S. McGlllivary,
IN THE LATER YEARS THE PIOA.. S. Brooks, Wm. Lindsay, E. C. El· neer club had its quarters· on the upper
WQod, B. C.Tiffany, J. S. Bartholomew, floor of the present Red River National
S•. P. Johnson, M. 0. Merrill, F. M. Ar- bank building. Popularly the club is
nold, G. E. Fink, A. M. Ferris, E. T. supposed to have disbanded, but the proSktdmore, B. Pringle, W. N. Steele, E. cedure was not exactly that. Shortly afSmith, 0. B. Corsett, James Twamley, ter the organization of the Commercial
Geo.·. B. Clifford, Chas. F. Wisner, John club the quarters of the Pioneer club
H. Snyder, R. M. Sherman, Frank Viets, were taken over by the Commercial club,
H. M. Wheeler, W. T. Collins, 0. E. Tho· and the Pioneer members automatically
mas, F. E. Elder, J. H. Bosard, J. B. Win- became members of the Commercial club.
ter, F. :A. Willson, Geo. B. Winship, E. M. . The Commercial club later changed its
Prouty, E. P. Gates, Chas. H. Clifford, name to the Chamber of Commerce, and
W. W. Clark, Jno. L. Lewis, J. M. Cor- within the present year another change
bet, N. S. McConnell, A. McKenney, A. G. made it the Civic and Commerce associaJ"ohnson, H. C. Hansborough, C. ·E . Bur- tion. In a sense, therefore, the present
~ J. H. Merrifield.
Civic and Commerce association has a .
* *
continuous history, dating back to 1883.
TO MOST OF THE PRESENT RESI- I wonder if there is any other similar ordents of Grand Forks all but a few of ganization in the northwest that has an
those names will be meaningless, but the unbroken history for 58 years. There
men represented were at the time of the comes immediately the suggestion of a
organization of their club, important fig- homecoming to mark the sixtieth anniures in the development of the city. versary of the founding of the Pioneer
Some of them were to become conspicu- club, but that would scarcely be feasible,
oua in national affairs. A. H. Noyes be- for most of the original members have
came the federal judge who later was gone home long ago.
unpleasantly associated with litigation
over gold claims in Alaska. H. C. Hans·
borough was to be elected the first re·
presentative in congress from North Dakota, and later to serve· eighteen years in·
the United States senate. Several of those
men may be still living in distant cities,
but I know, actually, of only one, Geo.
B. Clifford, one of the outstanding build- \
ers of Grand Forks, who, at the age of
more than 80, and in failing health, is
atlll living in Minn ea polis.
·

*

*

*

1

~

*

*

*

QUARTERS OF THE PIONEER
t»lub were in the building on Division

I AM INDEBTED TO B. W. -(JEFF)
Condit of the Mayville Tribune, for the
temporary use of a scrap book which was
the property of his father, Theo. Condit,
who for 30 years was editor and publisher of the Clinton Advocate, of Clinton, Minn.
The clippings were colIected during the last 25
years ot Theo. Condit's
life, and the collection is
one of the few items of
his father's effects possessed by the Mayville
publisher, as the Condit
home at Clinton was destroyed by a /tornado in
1908, and practically all
of its contents were scattered to the. winds. A
scrap book tltat has been
Davies
used faithfully for many years serves as
a:r;i index to 'the collector.'s personality.
Though it may contain not a word in his
handwriting, not a·
al comment or
observation of any k.lnd, it' represents
quite faithfully his taste in literature, his
attitude on public questions, his political
leanings, and in all probability his spiritual attitude. The items which it contains are those which have appealed·
strongly to him for their form and content, for the opinions expressed, and for
the manner in which they touch on the
more profound influences of ~ife.

cause they expressed some spiritual long•
ing or set forth some article of faith.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MY GUESS IS THAT MR. CONDIT
had a good garden which he tended with
his · own hands, for among the clippings
are a great number on horticulture.
These, treating of methods of planting
and culture, insect and other pests and
how to deal with ·them, and a multitude
of other things of interest only to the person who is interested in making things
grow, would scarcely have been included
except by one who had not only a real
love of growing things, but practical experience in handling them.
THE COLLECTION ALSO REFLECTS
a sturdy spilit of patriotism. Included in
it are many old poems and articles dealing with love of country. Among these
are Abraham Lincoln's creed, Whittier's
"Barbara Fritchie," E~w,rd Everett
Hale's "American Ideals," and a facsimile
ot th@- original manuscript of: "The Star
Spangled Banner."

THE TASTE OF THE COLLECTOR IS
further shown in the assembling of old
miscellaneous poems and old songs. Of
these there are scores, many of them that
I heard sung years and years ago but
have not seen or heard since. Some day
when I have time I may publish at least
the titles of some of those ancient songs,
* * *
for I am sure they will revive plei,sant
LOOKING OVER THIS OLD BOOK, memories in the minds of many rea,iers.
which was once a leather-bound ledger,
one learns immediately that Theo. Condit
was a Republican,accepting whole-heartedly, the political philosophy of Republican leaders of 50 years ago. There are
several
excerpts
from
McKinley's
speeches dealing with matters then prominently before the public, among them
references to trade reciprocity, to which
McKinley was thoroughly committed. On
this subject the parties seem to have ex- .
changed places, the policy of the present
' state department being for. reciprical
trade relations, while the general attitude
of the Republicans in congress has been
in opposition to that policy.

* *

*
THAT MR. CONDIT
WAS AN ADMIR.
er of Theodore Roosevelt is apparent from
the number of clippings devoted to him.
There is one full-page r.e production of a
speech delivered by Theodore Roosevelt
shortly before his death, and numerous
other references appear in the book.

*

*

THAT THE *COLLECTOR WAS A RK:
ligious man is evident from the number
of clippings relating to religious subjects,
not from the denominational standpoint
but from that . of real spiritual significance. There are hymns without number •.,~ -~~~--~~which have been included in the book be-

' I HAVE READ WITH INTER~T THE
aeveral letters that have appeared in the
mail bag with; reference to the armory..
auditorium site. The site has 'been chosen,
.and definite and final agreement between
the city and the owners
of the property completed. 'I have no intention
of re-opening or continu·
ing discussion of that
subject, which is now a
closed chapter. I do wish,
however, to offer a few
remarks with reference
to the place of the Civic
and Commerce association in the city.
Two or three of the
mail bag writers have
expressed the opinion
Davies
that the advice of some
group or groups other than the Civic and
Commerce association on the selection
of a site should have been sought. One
writer suggested that the service and other clubs should have been consulted. A
mass meeting was suggested. The idea in
these communications seemed to be that
the Civic and Commerce association is
merely one of many small, special groups.

*

*

*

THE FACT IS THAT THE CIVIC AND
Commerce association comes as near being .thoroughly representative of the business and civic interests of the city as is
possible for one organization. Under the
revised set-up there are included in the
membership of the Civic and Commerce
association all the members of the former Traffic association and Retail Merch·
ants' association. All the Cavaliers are
members, as are most of the members
of Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions. The Trades
and Labor group is also well represented.

*

*

*

IN THE WORKING OUT OF PLANS
for the Civic and Commerce association
the purpose was to bring together in one
organization persons active in every department of the city's life so that there
might be provided a means for the consideration of pending problems by a body
as representative of our varied interests
as it could be made. And in the large and
varied membership of the Civic and Com-

merce association I think that purpose
has been realized.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT IN
reaching conclusions on any given subject
the . association or any of it~ committees
may run counter to the opinions of some ·
of its members. Neither 1n the association
nor in the community at large do all persons think alike. But when in such an
organization, city-wide in its membership,
subjects of prime importance are submitted to carefully chosen committees for
examination in all their aspects, there is
followed a method, orderly and effective,
and, year in and year out, better calculated to arrive at beneficial results than any
other that could be employed.
FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN QUES·
tions of luck as affected by times and seasons, numbers, days and dates, the fight
between Joe Louis provides interesting
material for thought. For about eight of
the .first 12 rounds of the scrap Conn made
the better showing, and if he could merely have broken even on the remaining
rounds he would have won the championship. But in the thirteenth round he was
knocked down and out and lost the fight.
It was amply demonstrated that 13 is an
unlucky number.
ON THE OTHER HAND-AND USually there is another hand-up to the
end of the twelfth round Louis .had lost
the contest. But in the thirteenth he pulled himself together, delivered the smashing blows that floored his antagonist, and
won the fight. Quite clearly, 13 is a lucky
number. You may take whichever side of
this argument you please. It works perfectly either way.
FOLLOWING THE COLD SP,ELL WE
have been having a heated one, and during the heat I have been reading about
tank fighting in the African desert. It
must be something fierce. One feature in
the design of tanks has been mysteriously overlooked. Nobody seems to have
thought of air-conditioning them. There's
an idea out of which somebody ought to
be able to make a fortune in addition to
contributing to the cmfort of a lot of
good men.

MY THANKS TO F. M. LOUDENback, of the East Grand Forks nurseries,
for a whole armful of gorgeous peonies.
I am so Iit?le versed in floral technicalities that I am unable to identify any of
these by name, but there are whites,
pinks and deep reds, immense in size, and
of excellent form. Mr. Loudenback has
many years of experience in horticulture,
and his nursery is famed for its fine products.

IN NEW YORK THE OTHER DAY A SPEAK·
er started considerable d~scussion by expressing
the opinion that of all the devices of moderi;i
warfare, about the .most useless is the .blackout.
Instead of blacking out he would
· light up. The attacking force, he
said, has little difficulty in fi_nding such a target as a large city,
and by the use of .flares, of which
.a s many as necessary can be
used, particular ' objectives such
.as industrial plants can be marked for identification by born bers,
and the flares stand out prominently in the surrounding darkness. Instead of blacking out the
speaker would flood the city
with light, light of every conDavies
ceivable kind, from floodlights
and searchlights on down. He would mark empty
areas with lights to simulate those of air fields,
munitions plants, and so forth, so that the enemy
·Would be confused and his · own planes would be
plainly visible from below. The speaker's argument, if not completely convincing, was at least
persuasive. The fact that he is one of the high
officials of a big illuminating company may or
may not have influenced his thinking.

in midsummer, and the e.f fort has been to choose
a time wheri farm work would be least pressing.

*

*

DURING THE PAST

*

FEW

YEARS

THE

dates of our principal fairs have been advanced.
When officially recognized and s.ubsidized state
fairs alternated between Grand Forks and Fargo
the practice was to hold the state fair in the week
which included July 20, or as near that as the calendar would permit. Now we have moved the
date forward just about a month, and while good
weather cannot be. guaranteed at· this or any other time, the prospects at this season are about the
best that can be had. ·

*

*

*

THIS YEAR THE GRAND FORKS FAIR IS

being held under conditions the most promising
that the state has seen for many years. After
years of scant rainfall over most of the state
North Dakota has been blessed this year with
rains that have drenched every part of the state.
Moisture conditions were ideal for seeding, due to
the ·abundant rains of last fall, so that seed germinated quickly and got an unusually early start.
'rhis spring rains have been abundant, and growth
has not been checked. While world conditions are
confused and menacing, so far as the local situation is concerned, there is every reason for satisfaction, and the Grand Forks fair this year will
* * *
be held in surroundings which contain promise
TIDS IS FAffi WEEK IN GRAND FORKS, . of abundance. The thousands who attend the fair
and during the week the city will be crowded will find it properly representative of the excel:With visitors from all the surrounding territory. lent prospects that are before the state this June.
rrhe fixing of fair dates is always a problem. In.
* * *
general the choice is between two periods, "after
IT BEGINS TO LOOK AS IF GERMANY AND
harvest," and "between haying and harvest." Russi~ might get i~to a fight, but there is not~:Within each of those periods there is some lati- ing certain about it. Relations between totalitartude. The fair which we .now have in this territory ian powers are largely a game of bluff. It is
ts a survival, with embellishments and extensions, quite certain that neither Germany nor Russia
of the county fair which for generations was a wants to fight the other at this time. That .sort of
conspicuous feature of life in the eastern states. war would involve each in hazards of unknown
~,he old county fair was primarily an agricultur- dimensions, hazards which there is no disposition
al display. Its central feature was the exhibition to incur just now. Germany wants important conof products of the field, the garden, the stock cessions from Russia, and is applying pressure
yard and the far:qi kitchen. To provide for an ex- to obtain them. Russia has yielded point after \
bibition of the current year's farm products the point, and she may h~ve reached the place where
1how was almost ·. invariably held toward fall,
further yielding would result in a new revolu:When the crops had ripened and been gathered in. tion. Hitler may feel that he cannot safely recede
from the demands which he is making. Stalin may
* * *
decide that he can ·go no further with safety to
THAT PRACTICE WAS FOLLOWED IN .THE
himself and the organization which he heads. In
holding of many of the early Grand Forks fairs,
notably the street fairs which were popular fqr that situation lies the possibility of war. On the
other hand, Hitler has stripped Stalin of allies
some years. However, climatic conditions interferred with this. A fair held in North Dakota in ·and possible allies, and seems just now to have
the whip hand. Announcement of a new pact of
September or October may be blessed with ideal
''friendship" between the two, with Hitler gath~eather, but it also runs the hazards of days · that
·a re altogether too cold for fair purposes. There- ering in an appreciable quantity of loot, need occasion no surprise.
fore, :for years most of our fairs have bee:n held

METHODS OF HANDLING THE
eounty fairs with which I was famil·
i&r in the east differed in many ways
.from the methods now employed. Not
'that the methods were
any better, but they .fitted well into the condl·
tlons surrounding the
old-time local fair, as
they would not meet the
requirements of the modem lair. Each period
and each locality calls for
its own peculiar method.
There waa a difference,
for one thing, in the manner of judging some of
the Mhlbits. Most of the
larger animals were
D Ylea
judged in front of the
•.
grandstand. Bulls, cows and sheep of each
class were paraded in front of the crowded grand tand and were there assembled
for fnspectJon by the judges, who an..
nounced their dec1-!ons there and then.
As many ot tho~ hi 1ile crowd kne.w the
animals, or their owners, and were decidedly partisan, the decisions were ~t
to be greeted with loud applause, with
groans and hisses, or with both.

*

*

*
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HORSES ENTERED IN COMPETI·
tion as roadsters were not only judged
on their build, appearance, etc., but were
required to show their drivipg qualities
and were _put through their best paces
around the ring by their driYers. Those
apeed tests were competitive, and in them
were developecJ some real races. For such
contesta ordinary road buggies were use,
and while speed was not the only quality
to be considered, ft was Important, and
when four or five farm rigs, well bunched,
and having distanced their competitors,
were coming down the home stretch on
the last lap, ,the pendemonium in the
arand stand equaled, ff it did not exceed,
(any thing to be seen in a professional
race at a modern fair.
rM GLAD WE ARE TO HAVE
running races at this fair. Trotting
and pacing are all well enough in
their place, but I think most spectators get a greater thrill out of a
running race than in any other form of
ttllting the speed of horses. Remember
the race in "Old Kentucky?" Everybody
lq1ew how it was going to come out. It just
1d to come out that way. And everybody
ew that while the horses were real, and
1ey were being put • through the moons of running, the race itself was a
·ake. But it was a good imitation of a
running race, and audiences got as excited as if it had been the real thing.
THERE WAS ENTERTAINMENT
of many kinds at the old fairs, but
almost always it was staged by

local amateurs. The grand stage
spectacle, such as will be given
dally at the Grand Forks fair, is
strictly modern. It couldn't have been produced fifty years ago, because electric
lights, which now add greatly to its attractiveness, were then unknown. Nor
was the · kind of talent that helps to
make the modern spectacle a success
available on a large scale 1n the days of
our grandparents.

*

*

*

*
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EVERY YEAR I RECEIVE A
few, and sometimes many, large,
beautiful "butterflies," which friends
have captured and sent · to me for
identification.
Strictly t h o s e creatures are not butterflies, but moths, a
moth being the kind of butterfly that
flies by night. These moths are beauti.fully marked, and one who has seen them
once has no difficulty in Identifying them
as Cecropia. The Cecropia is tlie ·1argest
as well as the most beautiful of the moths
which are to be found in this territory in
considerable numbers. Its wing-spread is
about s1X inches, and its colors are brilliant and harmonius. It belongs to the
silkworm family, and its cocoon is of
strong, tough fiber, resembling the silk
of commerce.
WHll.E THE CECROPIA IS
not at all rare here, it has not yet
b e e n sUfficlently n u m e r o u s t o
aiue
trouble.
An int er est ing
atticle in "North Dakota Outdoors", of.ff.
clal publication of the state game and
.flsh department, by Arlere Loehrke Saugstad, of Bismarck, tells of a visitation of
Cecropis in Bismarck last year which assumed proportions of a plague. The moths
themselves do no damage, but they lay
eggs described as about the size of
radish seed from which tiny worms
emerge. These caterpillars are voracious
feeders, and, eating the foliage of trees
and shrubs, reach a size of about four
inches in length and thickness of a man's
thumb In a single season, shedding their
skin several times 1n the process. Late in
the summer the caterpillar descends to or
neo the ground, encases itself in a cocoon of silk and goes to sleep for the
winter. In the spring it emerges as a
beautiful moth, to start a new cycle.

THIS SPRING I MUS'r HAVE . DE~ that if the process were uninterrupted in
stroyed at least a million elm trees. The ·the case of a single species, that species
government is urging prairie farmers to · would overrun the earth within a season
plant trees, and it is doing quite a job of . or two. Biologists tell us that the progeny
planting itself, and here I have been de- of a single · housefly would number mil·
stroying them, purposelions .in one season if no check were in.fully and · deliberately. ·
terposed. One crop of seed from a single
Yet I have no regrets and
tree is enough to produce a forest. One
I offer no apologies. On
of our familiar flowering annuals prothe contrary, I am likely
duces enough microscopic ~eed to cover a
to continue the work of
farm with plants. A single kernel of wheat
slaughter, for I haven't
may send up half-a-dozen .shoots each
got them all yet.
bearing a head filled with 25 kernels. At
The elms which I have
the usual rate of seeding that should be
thus. destroyed weren't
good for 200 bushels per acre instead of
very · big. Few of them
the ordinary crop of 10 or 15 bushels.
were an inch tall. They
* * *
were seedlings growing
THUS, THROUGH THE OPERATI0N
: !rom · seed from elms on
of her own system of checks and balances
the berm. This spring
Davies
nature renders most of her reproductive
seems to have been a
powers ineffective. The result is that the
good one for elm seed, and several of my world is made habitable for a myriad
trees were loaded with it. As it ripened species, inc~uding man. And man, purand fell off the win~ distributed it_ all poseful and intelligent, upsets nature'~
over the premises, and wherever there program in a hundred ways for his own
was an inch of cultivated ground in the comfort and conveniences. He strives, oft·
garden that seed sprouted and took root. . en quite successfully, to ·keep nature's
,That prolonged period of wet weather weeds out of his field and garden. He poi..
made cultivation impossible, and by the sons the grasshoppers which nature has
time it cleared up I had almost a solid sent to feed on his crops. He takes one
· green carpet of tiny elms. I think the stalk of nature's grass and from it proelm is one of our finest trees, but out of duces wheat, and from another he pro..
tts proper place it may become a nuisance, duces corn, things that nature never
and a cultivated garden is no place for would have thought of doing. From the
elm trees. Some one wrote long ago that a same stock he has produced the draft ·
weed is a plant in the wrong place. Where team, the Shetland pony and the thoroughthey were those little elms were just bred. The poodle, the mastiff and the
weeds.
·
greyhound represent his interference with
*
nature.
I SUPPOSE THAT IF I HADN'T IN- .
* * *
terfered with that growth, presently I
IN THE GREAT SCHEME OF tHINGS .
should have had a forest in my back yard. man occupies a. unique position by reason
Some of the seedlings would have perish- of his intelligence and his freedom of will.
ed because inadequately rooted, and mis- He can cultivate hate and selfish ambition
cellaneous causes would have disposed of until he has made of himself a mon~ter to
others~ A small percentage would have which nothing else on the planet is combecome firmly rooted and would have be· parable in baseness, or he can develop
gun a fierce struggle for existence. That :within himself qualities of nobility which
struggle would have been merciless. Ties make him fit company, for the gods.
of kindred would have had no influence
on it. The stronger elm would have crowded its weaker brother as remorselessly as
ff it had been an ash or a cottonwood. And
:In due time, perhaps, there would have
been left just a few of the more sturdy
trees to rear themselves majestically
heavenward, having killed their weaker
fellows by depriving them of sustenance,
air and sunshine. Nature has its fierce 1
and tragic aspects, and these are among
them.
1
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NATURE IS ALSO ASTONISHINGLY
lavish and wasteful. Provision is made for
the reprodu.c tion of life on a scale so vast

I AM lNDEBTED TO REV. WILLIAM
McNamee, pastor of St. Michael's church,
for a copy of the latest translation anu
revised version of the New Testament.
This revision is the product
the best
,\.merican Catholic schol·
arship, and. is ·the fi.r stfruit of a labor which
has been in progress for
four years. It is based on
t e Rheims-Douay translattan, the version long
used in the English·
!peaking Cathol~c church.
With all languages
there come variations.
Words once familiar in
the common speech take
on new meanings, and in
some cases lose all meanDavies
ing for later generations,
and new rules and forms of expression
become current. Church authorities' undertook revision of the translation which
had been in use. for so many years in or·
der that the text might be made increasingly intelligible to readers of today by
being brought more nearly into conformity with present usage. The revision
was and is intended to include both Old
and New testaments. The present volume
ls the first to be completed, and work
will be continued 9n the Old Testament.

of

"THE HYMN WAS WRITTEN IN THE
year 1832. Newman consented to go on a:
Meditenanian ,cruise with Hurrel Fraude
who was ill. He traveled with Him for
months to the African, Greece and Italian coasts. :Newman spent thre~ months
alone on the Island 9f Sicily struggling
with the question of his religious doubts.
From there he went to Rome and visited
the Eternal City. Rome laid upon him a
sp.~11 never more to be undone.
douots
about his~own uncertain state of mind he
exclaimed in h~$ .illness, "I· shall not die,
I have not sinned against the Light."

In

*

*
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DURING THE RETURN VOYAGE IN
an orange .boat, from Polermo to Marseilles, while becalmed in the Straits of
Bonifasio he wrote the beautiful little
poem so well known to all English speaking people, beginning: "Lead kindly light
amidst the uncertain gloom, lead thou
me on.'' Thus did he immortalize in tender verse the struggle and prayer of a soul
seeking God's Light to make a great decision.

ONE OF THE BAD THINGS ABOUT
a Russian war is the spelling. Another is
the pronunciation, and I don't know which
is worse. It seemed for a time that we
might escape all j:hat, but then came the
.Balkan disturbances, with their unspell* * *
able and unpronouncable names of peo-·
H
ple· and places, and now this Russian af·
T E TRANSLATORS HAVE RETAIN· fair plunges us right into the thick of it
ed both the spirit and the beauty of ,the . J"ust
b d
· W Id W N 1
original text. They Have scrupulously as a as m or
ar o. ·
avoided the mistake that lias been made
by other revisionists in abandoning al~ogether the beauty and dignity of the· or- /
iginal and producing a work colloquial
and often slangy in form, utterly out of
keeping with the subject matter .and its
great history. The present volume contains nothing that will do violence to the
sentiment of those to whom the original
was both sacred and familiar, and I am
sure tl7.at it will be welcomed, as it should
be, in millions of homes.

r
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*
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FATHER M'NAMEE HAS ALSO
done me another favor, which I appreciate. Not long ago Mrs. Chapin of Crookston .8;Sked for facts concerning the history of the hymn "Lead, Kindly Light." I
was able to supply only a few generalities.
Father McNamee furnishes additional details, saying:

MEANDERING ABOUT THE COUN- ning we pas$ed Dugdale again, and there,
try last Sunday on the way to Maple in that little knoll, was the tent of the
lake, some Grand Forks people undertook circus that we had met. Except for the
to go by way of Dugdale. Not that they two or three buildings at Dugdale there
had any special use for Dugdale, but they wasn't a human habitation for miles. Not
recalled the days when
in a day's journey could there have been
the old Theodore Roosefound a more lonely place to plant a cirvelt highway, which is
cus, but there it was, and there presumnow No. 2, began to
ably, was the pathetic elephant, though
angle across the prairie
we didn't stop to see. Elephant and circus
two or ·t hree miles east
· together seemed to symbolize the life that
of the present Marcoux ,
moves always on the downward path, and
corner, crossed a swamp,
surely Dugdale marked appropriately the
and reached the Great
. end of the trail.
·
·
Northern track at Dug* * *
dale, then fallowed a
twisted course to BeI UNDERSTAND THE WATER . IN
midji and Duluth.
what is left of Maple lake has risen two
. Dugdale wasn't much
or three feet above the level of last year
of a place then, but it
and water is still pouring in through the
had a store or two, a
Davies
ditch that carries the overflow from the
house or two, and, I think, a little rail- Poplar river. This has injected new life
way station. But on Sunday my friends into the lake settlement and repairs and
couldn't find it. Not a stick is left to renovations are in progress where cotmark the place where it once was. The · tages had been or were about to be abanonly landmark by which the locality can doned. Maple lake is a pretty little body
be identified is a slight rise in the ground of water, and its border of forest pro-scarcely a knoll-just back of the ham- vides a pleasant setting. If the water level
let, and that little elevation will always can be maintained at a reasonable height
be remembered by. me as the place where the place will be -a popular resort. Only
e. circus chose to plant itself one day long about an hour's drive from Grand Forks
ago.'
its revival will interest a good many of
* * *
our people.
THAT WAS THE MEMORABLE SUN·
* * *
day when we met an elephant on the road
UNTIL THE NEW DITCH WAS DUG
between Dugdale and Mentor. We were Maple lake was fed altogether by springs.
going to spend the day at the lake, and No stream flowed into it, and the rain
shortly after leaving Dugdale there ap- that fell directly into it would be lost by
peared jn the distance . a tall object that evaporation. The springs which kept it
swayed as it moved. Clearly it wasn't a supplied must have drained a considercar, and it was too tall to be a horse or a able a ea of the surrounding country
cow. As it approached it began to take on through strata of gravel or other porous
somewhat the appearance of an elephant. material. This year those lower strata
We in the car compared notes, and all seem to have been well saturated by
of us saw something that looked like an heavy rains, so there appears to be no
elephant. And none of us had been drink- danger of the water that is poured in by
ing.
the ditch leaking out at the bottom, which
might
be the case during another pro* * *
PRESENTLY WE MET THE THING, longed drouth. ·
·
and. it was an elephant, tall, thin, and so
-·
.
shrunken that its hide hung in loose folds
on its frame, and it had the appearance
of utter weariness and dejection. Following it were about six equally decrepit
wagons, covered with tattered canvas and
bearing labels indicating that the outfit
was somebody's circus. There were human · occupants in some of the wagons,
and those that were visible had an equally woebegone appearance.
1
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ON THE WAY HOME THAT EVE-

I
I

EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN PRETty conclusively that there is no such thing
as completely rust-proof wheat. There are
rust-resistant varieties, but even those
most strongly resistant steem to be subject to infection when
when temperature, humidity and other conditions
are just right. But even
when all the conditions
favor the spread of rust,
and all varieties may be
affected to some extent,
the resistant varieties
,;uffer less damage than
the others.
It appears to be true,
also, that . while rust-re•istant strains of wheat
have been successfully
Davies
developed, and their use
has been instrumental in saving farmers
great loss, the rust-resist~nt qualities
that have been developed are not permanent. It does not appear that the virulence
of rust is increased to counteract the resistance that has been imparted to some
of the wheat plants. The fact seems to be,
rather, )hat after being used in the same
locality for a few seasons, the resistant
qualities in a given strain are progressively lessened, and may disappear altogether.

*

*

*

FROM ALL THIS THE CONCLUsion appears to be that the wheat grower
must rely for his security, at least in
part, on the continued development of
rust-resistant strains. That means, of
course, a never ending process of selec-tion and cross~fertilization through which
there will be made · available each year
seed of the most resistant types that it is
possible to produce, Some day, perhaps,
strains will be produced in which resistant qualities are fixed, reproducing themselves year after year without diminution, but that desirable objective has yet
to be reached.
·

*

*

*

THERE ARE LIMITS, ALSO, TO THE
degree to which protection can be given
)y the eradication of the common barberry
from a given area. Work for the eradicaUon of the barberry has been in progre.s s
Jor many years, and millions of those

plants have been destroyed. Yet from time
to time rust appears, and because of this
many have been inclined to doubt the
value of barberry eradication. That work
is exceedingly valuable, but it ca.n not
provide perfect protection.
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IN OUR NORTHERN LATITUDES
spores of rust live over winter on the
common barberry. Passing through their
cycle of development they are ready in
early summer to a:ttack wheat plants
growing near by. As the barberry is al- .
most the only plant on which the spores
are carried through our sevet;"e northern
winters, its eradication eliminates local
centers of infection and there will be no
rust unless spores are brought in from
other areas.
l .

NOTWITHSTANDING ALL THAT
can be done locally this may happen, for
rust is a permanent inhabitant of waste
lands and mountainous areas in some of
our southern states and in Mexico, where
it cannot be reached. Strong south winds
may carry rust spores from sub-tropical
regions to southern grain fields, and moving north from state to state they may
reach the spring wheat states in time to
do great damage. Against such infestation
barberry eradication can be no protection,
and it is there that rust-resistance proves
of greatest value.
QUITE CLEARLY, THE EARLIER
our grain ripens the less will be the rust
hazard to which it is subjected. The spores
find most easy lodgment on the soft
stalks on immature plants, and the hardening of the stalks during the ripening ·
process of only a week may make a vast
difference in the degree of susceptibility
to a bombardment of rust qnder the force
of · continued south winds. This year
North Dakota is fortunate in its prospects
for an early harvest. Seeding in practicall!I
ly every part of the state was done under
ideal moisture conditions, and in most
areas the fields were green within a few
day$ following the planting of the seed.
Just ,it present the great problem of our
wheat growers is that of providing storage for the 105,000,000 million bushels of
wheat which North Dakota seems likely
to produce this year.
-

